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BLADE BREAKERS, BLADE HOLDERS
BURRS, SPUDS AND TREPHINES

BLADE BREAKERS and HOLDERS

Barraquer Blade Breaker and Holder

Castroviejo Blade Breaker and Holder

AS4-001S  AS4-001T
• Stainless Steel • Titanium

AS4-002

Bard Parker Handle

Universal Chuck Handle

AS4-003S  AS4-004T
• Stainless Steel • Titanium

AS4-005S  AS4-005T
• Stainless Steel • Titanium
## KNIVES and SPUDS

### Tooke Corneal Knife

![Tooke Corneal Knife](image)

**AS4-020**
- Straight Blade With Rounded Cutting Edge

### Gill Corneal Knife

![Gill Corneal Knife](image)

**AS4-021**
- Slightly Curved 3.5mm Wide Blade

### Hockey Epithelium Removal Knife

![Hockey Epithelium Removal Knife](image)

**AS4-022**
- Sharp 2.3mm Front Edge
- Semi-Sharp 4mm Bottom Edge

**AS4-023**
- Sharp 2.7 Front Edge
- Semi-Sharp 6mm Bottom Edge

### Golf Club Foreign Body Spud

![Golf Club Foreign Body Spud](image)

**AS4-024**
- Small Golf Club Shaped Tip With Sharp Edge
- For Foreign Body Removal

### Francis Foreign Body Spud

![Francis Foreign Body Spud](image)

**AS4-025**
- Flag Shaped Tip With Sharp Edge
- For Foreign Body Removal
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**KNIVES and SPUDS**

**Plange Foreign Body Spud**
- **AS4-026**
  - Small Slightly Curved Spoon Shaped
  - For Foreign Body Removal

**Double Ended Foreign Body Spud**
- **AS4-027**
  - Double Ended Plange/Corneal Knife
  - For Foreign Body Removal

---

**ALGER BRUSHES**

**Alger Brush Rust Ring Remover**
- **AS4-100**
  - Battery Powered Handpiece
  - 0.5mm Burr
- **AS4-101**
  - Battery Powered Handpiece
  - 1mm Burr

**Replacement Burr for Alger Brush**
- **AS4-100B**
  - 0.5mm
  - (Box of 5)
- **AS4-101B**
  - 1.0mm
  - (Box of 5)

**Round Diamond Burr with power handle**
- **AS4-102**
  - Battery Powered Handpiece
  - 2.5mm Diameter
- **AS4-103**
  - Battery Powered Handpiece
  - 3.5mm Diameter
ALGER BRUSHES

Round Diamond Burr (burr with chuck only)

AS4-102B  • 2.5mm Diameter
AS4-103B  • 3.5mm Diameter

CORNEAL TREPHINES

Corneal Trephine Blades

AS4-300-6.0  • 6.0mm
AS4-300-7.0  • 7.0mm
AS4-300-7.75 • 7.75mm
AS4-300-8.5  • 8.5mm

AS4-300-6.5  • 6.5mm
AS4-300-7.25 • 7.25mm
AS4-300-8.0  • 8.0mm

AS4-300-6.75 • 6.75mm
AS4-300-7.5  • 7.5mm
AS4-300-8.25 • 8.25mm
AS4-300-9.0  • 9.0mm
AS4-300-9.5  • 9.5mm